
How much time spent listening to music per day?

Highlights

Playlists
Offline

History

Popular

New

In which context do you use music apps?

My Playlists

Familiarity with music apps? (from 1 to 5)

What's your English level? (A1 - C2)

Recommended

Favourites

Featured

Channels

Genres

Who are you?

Menu expectations

Relevance in evidence

Apart from questions such as age and genre, these played an 

important role in understanding what kind of experience with music 

and apps my pool of people had.

Mixing menu options from both MEO Music's current app and Amazon Prime 

Music's, they were organized in little papers. Participants were asked to explain 

what kind of content they expected to find in each one of them.

After the second exercise, participants were asked to organize the 

cards in order of what is most relevant for them in their music 

experience.

QUESTION

QUESTION

CARD SORTING

Highlights

Playlists Offline History Popular

New

My Playlists

Recommended Favourites

Featured

Channels Genres

ffxercises on the current app
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My main goal was to solve problems and not only design something for the sake 

of beauty. Therefore, I needed to understand what kind of problems users could 

find in the current MEO Music app.

I tested the app myself for some time. Throughout my testing phase, I did find 

some issues, but these had to be tested before assumptions were made.

Navigation, for me, demonstrated itself not very efficient, specially because of 

the content in each option of the menu. That's where I started, because going for 

a redesign with a broken navigation could hurt the whole project.

After some research on music apps, I did find an interesting case study by 

Simon Pan, a designer at Medium that worked in Amazon Music for 2 years, 

improving the Amazon Prime Music experience. Simon mentions how different 

words for the menu options created different expectations in the users.

When I analyzed both Simon's case study and the MEO Music app, I wanted to 

know what users expected of the MEO Music menu options. What kind of 

content is behind each button? 

I developed two exercises that would help me find out.

The redesign of MEO Music mobile app was a personal 

challenge. I wanted to step away from designing beautiful pixels 

and wear my solution-oriented mindset to solve real problems.

My approach was based on articles and advice from designers 

I've been meeting along the way. You'll find here a description of 

my results, as well as spaces of reflection concerning how things 

might have been done better. Improvement is a step away.

Testing the MffO Music app

Menu expectations

My Playlists Genres, O line, Favourites, Playlists, History

12
My Playlists Genres O line Favourites

1 123

Favourites New, Highlights, History, Popular, My PLaylists

12
Recommended Playlists New History

1 123

Options selected as the second most important sections of the menu Options selected as the first most important sections of the menu 

Options selected as the third most important sections of the menu Options selected as the fourth most important sections of the menu 

My Playlists and Favourites are present in the most selected options for the top 4 

of choices. Although Recommended does win the number of selections for the 

fourth most important option, this showed some evidence that users do value 

their own tastes and control over their music.

My Playlists and Favourites are present in the most selected options for the top 4 

of choices. Although Recommended does win the number of selections for the 

fourth most important option, this showed some evidence that users do value 

their own tastes and control over their music.

QUESTION

For the great majority of the cases, participants did meet the expectations 

towards expected content behind the menu options displayed. New would 

showcase new released music, Favourites would present the songs, albums or 

playlists the user marked as favourite.

On the other hand, interesting findings did pop up.

The results validated the need for an adaptation of concepts on the navigation. I 

wanted to build a flow that would be natural for the users, removing second 

guessing and excessive clicks.

Still, I knew I wouldn't be able to - in the timeframe I had - test and improve all 

the menu options. I made decisions that will be presented in this report later on.

POPULAR Vfi. HIGHLIGHTfi

fiimilarity
People could not properly distinguish Highlights and Popular from each 

other. Both got responses such as

I figured it was a matter of choice when choosing between the two 

options to be displayed in the app I was developing.

Most listened tracks

Most listened tracks of the week

Hits of the week

PLAYLIfiTfi Vfi. MY PLAYLIfiTfi

Ifi THIfi MINff?
After a few tests, I noticed that if I presented the My Playlists first and 

then the Playlists card second, people would conclude the first 

corresponded to playlists created by them and the second corresponded 

to already created playlists.

I decided to change the flow, and always present Playlists first and My 

Playlists second.

From then on, participants would say Playlists would display their own 

Enough said, Playlists alone would serve the purpose of My Playlists. But 

the latter does the job more clearly.

Oh, this would contain my playlists. The previous one corresponds
in fact to other playlists on the app.  

CHANNffLfi

ffRR, THIfi Ifi...
Channels got mixed definitions throughout the exercise. This was 

something I was expecting and the exercise allowed validation.

It revealed itself as the most confusing aspect of the menu. 

Don't know

An artist's channel, like Youtube

Music genres like reggae, rock and so on

Relevance in evidence
Organizing the cards led to interesting results. People value some aspects more 

than others when living a music experience. Although I did not put into practice 

a "show, don't tell" exercise, the card sorting exercise did give me basic insights 

into what people value the most.

CARD SORTING

Having the previous results in mind, I worked on a new navigation that would 

decrease the pains already verified.

Building a new navigation

Old navigation New navigation

Popular RecommendedNewGenres & Themes

Albums AlbumsAlbumsAlbums

Playlists PlaylistsPlaylists

Artists

Songs

Songs

Songs

My Playlists HistoryDownloadsFavourites

AlbumsAlbumsAlbumsPlaylists

PlaylistsPlaylists Playlists

Songs

Songs

SongsArtists

TH
ff 

W
OR

LD
M

Y 
W

OR
LD

This organization is kept from the original app. The user has two main parts of 

exploration: The World - he is invited to explore - and My World - where he can 

manage his own music.

Genres & Themes includes different genres (such as Hip-hop, Rock, Reggae, etc) 

and themes (albums, playlists and songs for activities such as gym, study, 

shopping, etc). Themes intention is to simplify the intentions that Channels had 

in the old navigation. Because we can almost classify Gym, Study and other 

activities as genres/categories, I merged the two.

In order to validate problems, I needed to move fast. Therefore, Google Material 

Design guide helped me create prototypes quickly.

Designing the interface

New elements

Albums & songs

Artists

Bad Liar
Selena Gomez

Swish Swish
Katy Perry, Nicki Minaj

OK
Robin Shculz, James Blunt

No Vacancy
One Republic, Sebastián Ya...

Future Hearts
All Time Low

Put Up or Shut Up
All Time Low

Don't Panic
All Time Low

All Time Low
Future Hearts

All Time Low
Put Up or Shut Up

All Time Low
Don't Panic

Vertical scroll Horizontal scroll fimall vertical

The prototype app had new elements with different interactions of scrolling. 

Albums & songs, playlists and artists could be better distinguished.

Vertical scroll Horizontal scroll fimall vertical

Justin Bieber Miley Cyrus Kendrick Lamar
Taylor Swift Jason Mraz

Frank Ocean Shawn Mendes

Beyoncé

Selena Gomez

Martin Garrix

After analyzing MEO Music's current app, there were some aspects that were, 

from my POV, ruining the flow of the app.

My next step was to enumerate each one of those problems and define 

exercises that could test how they would impact other users.

Problem validation

Your gym class starts in 20 minutes. You are late

Gym Playlists

Clicking artist

Favourite album/playlist

Information on current song

Goal was to test how the definition Genres & Themes worked. 

People would find a category called "Gym", which would display 

specific albums and playlists for gym classes.

In the current MEO Music app, if you want to check an artist, clicking on his or 

her name does not do the job. You must go to the available options and select 

"Show Artist". I wanted to see if people expected the name to be clickable.

The goal of this exercise was to see how easy it was for people to favourite 

albums and playlists on the MEO Music app and then recover the recently 

favourited items.

Accessing information on current music playing is not as easy as it 

should be. I wanted to see how people would behave when asked to 

check the name of the song currently playing.

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

No time to create a playlist, so you search for one

You open the playlist you just downloaded

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

You download the playlist because your gym has no wi-fi

You open an album

You open an album

You want to know more about the artist

You visit the artists' page

You want to check it later, so you favourite it

You open the recently favourited album

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

A song is playing You find the song's name

ffxercises on the current app
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In this round of tests I had less participants, but all the stats remained 

approximately the same as the previous round of tests. The participants' level of 

English was, in average, B, which proved as a good ground for tests.

The majority of my concerns were validated with this last test. In some aspects, 

I was also warned about problems I did not take into account. For example, non-

clickable notifications or the icon on the control bar that looks too much like the 

menu icon.

With these two tests' results in mind, it was time to make decisions and build 

something to counter these pains found in the current MEO Music app.

The current control bar does have an icon that can lead to 

many mistakes when navigating MEO Music. The similarity 

between this icon and the menu icon led 3 out of 4 users to 

assume this icon would take them to the navigation drawer.

When adding a playlist to Offline, a popup notification 

appears on top. Still, it is not clickable. One user did try to 

click it to access the recently downloaded playlist.

Data & conclusions

Gym Playlists

Clicking artist

Information on current song

Favourite album/playlist

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

2/4

3/4

4/4

3/4

1/4

3/4

3/4

2/4

1/4

Not sure if Send to Offline or Add to Playlist

Access menu through control bar

Click on artist to visit artist's page

People are sure it's in the control bar, but are lost

Click on the music note in the control bar

Difficulty finding favourited album in Favourites

Goes to Playlists instead of Offline

Uses search tool instead of Genres or Channels

Click on notification to access playlist

Playlists

12 songs • 41 min
Latest From Pop

11 songs • 38 min
Summer 2009

12 songs • 43 min
Hip Hop GymLatest From Pop

12 songs • 41 min
Summer 2009
11 songs • 38 min

Hip Hop Gym
12 songs • 43 minLatest From Pop

12 songs • 41 min
Summer 2009
11 songs • 38 min

Hip Hop Gym
12 songs • 43 min

Cardio Fitness
10 songs • 34 min

Vertical scroll Horizontal scroll fimall vertical

Fighting problems & re-testing
After the tests, building this prototype was a problem-solving task. All actions 

were intentioned and fully focused on creating pills that would ease the pains 

revealed by the first user testing. Then, I tested again the same exercises.

In the first exercise, people find a gym playlist, download it and find it. The test 

on the MEO Music app revealed that there was no clear action on the options, 

between Send to Offline and Add to Playlist, so I made the download icon more 

visible.

Concerning the navigation, I opted for a more common term, instead of Offline. I 

believed that using Downloads would facilitate the task.

The notification being non-clickable (even though only one user did try to use it) 

led me to design a bigger one that participants would recognize as clickable.

100% of the participants assumed clicking on the artist's name would take them 

to the artist's page. I added that feature in the prototype for future tests.

The whole process of marking an album, artist, playlist or song as favourite 

looked easy and clear for the participants. But when they went to the Favourites 

area to get their recently favourited album, they had some trouble finding it.

The prototype now shows recently favourited items in Favourites.

Playlists and downloads

Clickable Artists

Favourites at rst glance

What you play is now visible

Repeating the Gym Playlist exercise

Repeating the exercises with the new app
Checking for improvements and new learnings

Old playlist view, with no download visible New playlist view New playlist, after download

Album view Artist page view

2/4

3/4

3/4

2/4

1/4

Not sure if Send to Offline or Add to Playlist

Access menu through control bar

Goes to Playlists instead of Offline

Uses search tool instead of Genres or Channels

Click on notification to access playlist

4/4Click on artist to visit artist's page

50%Click efficiency

Difficulty finding favourited album in Favourites 3/4

Old Favourites view New Favourites view

Improvement No changes Damage Observation only

The control bar on the MEO Music app lacks some elements and has others that 

do not make much sense in their positions.

For example, there were people clicking on the music note on the control bar to 

access it - even though, at the end of the day, it is not a button and serves no 

purpose. People got confused about the icon on the right of the control bar, that 

looks much like a menu button. 

As a matter of fact, when speaking to a friend of mine who uses the app daily, he 

raised some concerns about the app.

Using a more conventional control bar made the job much easier for people to 

find the song's name and even the artist.

"While I'm driving with the app open and I want to check what music is 

playing, it's not easy. I have to reach the little button on the bottom right 

corner."
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In the current MEO Music app, one cannot distinguish 

between an album and a downloaded album, saved in his 

smartphone.

This icon is included in the prototype, displayed in all 

downloaded albums/playlists/songs.

Downloads visible - everywhere

Old Offline view New Downloads viewNew Offline view

Dive
Ed Sheeran

Old control bar

New control bar

After testing the new flow for downloading and getting an 

album, some aspects revealed clear improvements.

The downloading task did seem more clear for the 

participants. There was no confusion concerning the 

download button - the icon is pretty clear and also, when 

going to the options, Download album works perfectly.

However, when going back to get their downloaded album, 

all the users ended up on My Playlists, searching endlessly, 

instead of heading to Downloads.

Possible solution could be adding a tab on My Playlists to 

display, apart from created playlists, the downloaded ones.

Search presents itself as a highly used tool. I believe that 

in order to add more value to the experience, attention 

must be invested in the search tool.

Even though less people did click on the artist's name, the 

overall click efficiency increased to 100%. This happened 

because either by clicking on the artists name or by going 

to the options, participants used the minimum amount of 

clicks necessary to get to the artist's page.

The fact that two participants did not click on the artist's name might 

be related to the fact that they had previous experience with the MEO 

Music app - which might have led to them using the old fashion way 

the app allows them to.

Adding a list of recently favourited items proved to be very 

efficient for participants to find their albums, playlists and 

so on.

The task of making an item favourite was very clear for the 

users, now improving their experience in getting back their 

favourited items.

By adding a more conventional control bar with bigger 

hight and more details, the results were improved. With a 

simple look at the screen people could easily tell which 

song was playing.

Repeating the Clicking Artist exercise

Repeating the Favourite album/playlist exercise

Repeating the Information on current song exercise

0/4

0/4

4/4

4/4

2/4

Not sure if Send to Offline or Add to Playlist

Access menu through control bar

Goes to My Playlists instead of Downloads

Uses search tool instead of Genres & Themes

Click on notification to access playlist

2/4Click on artist to visit artist's page 4/4

100%Click efficiency 50%

Difficulty finding favourited album in Favourites 0/4 3/4

3/4

2/4

3/4

2/4

1/4

0/4

0/4

People are sure it's in the control bar, but are lost

Click on the music note in the control bar

3/4

1/4

UI/UX Redesign

João Araújo @juauz

INTERFACE DESIGN EXPERIENCE DESIGN USER TESTING PROTOTYPING

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

ficreens
After the tests, building this prototype was a problem-

solving task. All actions were intentioned and fully focused 

on creating pills that would ease the pains revealed by the 

first user testing. Then, I tested again the same exercises.

Because I wanted to move fast, the decision was made to support the majority 

of the project with GMD principles. More time was saved to be spent on user 

testing, while building a viable prototype ready to use.

Google Material Design

The old MEO Music blue was kept in the project. Importing Material 

Components from Google led to the use of Roboto and color variations, specially 

in the body content.

fiame old feeling

Colors Typography

HEX #009FB2

HEX #212121 HEX #455A64 HEX #BDBDBD

HEX #008090HEX #0AEBCC

RGB 0 159 178 

RGB 33 33 33 RGB 69 90 100 RGB 189 189 189

RGB 0 128 144RGB 10 235 204

Aa Roboto
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Flow

1

4 5 6

The current app

Learning from the tests Creating the prototype Testing the prototype

I spent about two weeks using MEO Music. 

Navigation looked like a problem for me. After 

some research, I came across a case study about 

Amazon Prime Music that led me to phase 2.

2

Testing navigation concepts
Gathering data from other music apps navigation 

case studies, I prepared a set of exercises. A total of 

7 participants executed the exercises and I collected 

the data.

3

Testing MffO Music
Another set of exercises was created to validate 

issues I had found in the MEO Music app. Using a 

screen recorder, I recorded 4 participants using the 

app to complete the exercises, gathering all the data.

After all the tests on the app, I compiled the 

data for a more clear analysis. The majority 

of my concerns were validated by the 

exercises' results.

Taking all the results into account, I created a 

prototype of a new MEO Music app that would solve 

the already verified problems in the current app.

The same exercises were executed by other 4 

participants, this time with the prototype. Results 

both from the original app and the prototype were 

compared, with improvements observed.

It is a good indicator when one can already see key learning points after an 

experience like this.

For example, the results showcased on the new app testing did lead to a 

conclusion: it is not clear enough how we to efficiently organize user's music. 

Iterating on this last work, I'd most likely focus my attention on the menu again.

Still, I did not have many users. A total of 15 people participated in all the 

exercises. More people always bring more insight, so that could be improved for 

future tests.

Overall, I am happy with this exercise. It allowed me to reflect on results and 

work with a clear goal - make things work.

Discussion

juauz.com


